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KEY CONCEPTS

 Business planning process

 Goals and objectives

 Sources of information

 Importance of business planning

 Types of planning

 Business Plan structure

 Business Plan presentation

UNDERTAKE SMALL BUSINESS PLANNING
UNIT BSBSMB404

This unit describes the skills and knowledge required to research and develop an 
integrated business plan for achieving business goals and objectives. 
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Chapter 1:  Business goals and objectives

CHAPTER 1
BUSINESS GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

THE BUSINESS PLANNING PROCESS

Planning is critically important, because a small business lacks 
the staff and finances to compete on all fronts simultaneously. 

While no one can control the future, well-laid plans allow the 
business owner/manager to take better advantage of opportunities 
that arise, and prevent possible difficulties.

Many people believe they plan, because they acknowledge the 
future, or contemplate things such as how they might increase 
profits. However, merely thinking ahead will not produce either an 
efficient or an effective plan.

Planning is a process that involves the development of goals and 
objectives, and determining methods for reaching them.

ELEMENTS OF THE PLANNING PROCESS

Planning comprises a number of elements and associated activities. When you are planning, 
you will be involved in:

• Forecasting:  estimating and predicting current and future events. Forecasting is required 
when you think about the business you are going to establish or are currently operating, 
and the effort that will be required, the products/services to be sold, financing the venture, 
and so on. These assumptions not only become the framework for your business plan, but 
are required continually throughout the planning process.

• Setting goals and objectives:  establishing the outcomes you 
wish to achieve, first in a broad sense (goals) and then more 
specifically, in measurable terms (objectives). These will be 
based on the framework resulting from your forecasting.

• Formulating policies:  looking for and anticipating problems 
that may stand in the way of your goals.  Policies outline the 
plans of action that will govern the way your business handles 
current and future problems. Policy formulation is a part of every 
step in the business plan.  You will need to consider policies 
that cover payment terms, account customers, suppliers, and so on.

• Programing and scheduling:  establishing priorities and timelines for the tasks required 
to achieve your objectives. This element of the planning process guides you in what needs 
to be done, when they need to be done by, and how long they will take to complete. For 
example, if the date for the publication of your new book is six months from now, then you 
need to plan a schedule to take into account such tasks as the completion of the draft, 
having it edited, reviewing the draft, compiling a final draft, and so on.

Policy: a guideline that 
outlines plans of action to 
deal with current and future 
events and activities.
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• Budgeting:  arranging your finances to meet your objectives. The budgeting process 
establishes the financial objectives of the business plan, and you will have to consider all 
areas of finance.

• Developing procedures:  developing methods of performing tasks to ensure the 
achievement of your business objectives. Procedures are the main component of the way 
you do business, because they determine the behaviour of the people in the business, 
and therefore require careful consideration at each stage of your business planning. 
Procedures are developed to govern such aspects as the handling of money, the delivery 
of products/services, security measures, and so on.

The planning process is a means of formalising your thoughts and ideas, in order to establish 
a framework and direction for your business. The elements of the process provide the methods 
by which you will develop a comprehensive business plan.

The three critical questions

The planning process involves asking and answering the following three questions.

1. Where am I now?
2. Where do I want to be?
3. How do I get there?

1. Where am I now?

This question is the starting point of your business plan, and is intended to clarify your current 
position in relation to your markets, your competitors, and the overall environment in which you 
will operate. Specific aspects to consider include:

• What is my business interest?
• What is its place in the industry?
• What could be my niche and competitive advantage?
• Who would be my customers?
• What would be my business image to potential customers?
• What could be my major problems?
• What are my competitors’ biggest handicaps and how could I exploit them?

How do I get there?

Where am I now? Where do I want to be?
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Chapter 2:  The essential elements and format of a business plan

THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A BUSINESS PLAN

The business plan is a guide to your business, which allows the reader to understand the 
culture, vision, goals and objectives of the new venture.

You may well be thinking ‘How is a business plan different from a feasibility study?’ The 
feasibility study gives you a preliminary check on the viability of your venture by estimating 
whether there is sufficient demand for your products/services. The business plan provides a 
more comprehensive analysis that includes, in addition to market research, a discussion of the 
operational and financial management and controls of the new business.

The business plan represents a unique opportunity for you to think through all aspects 
of organising and operating a small business, and provides a facility for examining the 
consequences of different strategies, and for determining what resources are needed to 
launch or expand your business. Prior to start-up, the business plan helps owners/managers 
understand completely the nature of the venture being undertaken, and assists them in deciding 
if the business will be viable, or if new directions should be taken.

The business plan is a potentially powerful document, both in terms of maximising the chances 
of success of a small business by ensuring that all aspects of business operations have been 
thoroughly planned, and by providing a tool for major stakeholders to evaluate the viability of 
the venture.

There are a vast number of different resources to assist in the development of a business plan, 
and these are available in the form of computer software packages, via the Internet, and in 
textbooks. The plans presented in these resources vary significantly in their extent, structure 
and requirements. However, there tends to be a core of essential elements common to most 
business plan outlines. These elements, based on the information gathered from market 
research, include:

1. Executive summary

2. Business structure and legal 
requirements

3. Market research and analysis

4. Marketing plan

5. Operations plan

6. Financial plan

7. Action plan.

These elements can be arranged in 
a variety of structures and formats. 
The Business Plan format presented 
in the section to follow, is one that 
is familiar to stakeholders, such 
as bank managers, investors and 
shareholders. 

BUSINESS 
PLAN

Business 
structure 
and legal 

requirements

Executive 
summary

Market 
research and 

analysis

Marketing 
plan

Operations 
plan

Financial  
plan

Action  
plan
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BUSINESS PLAN PROFORMA

NOTE:  THE PROFORMA WILL GIVE YOU BASIC INFORMATION TOWARDS UNDERSTANDING EACH SECTION 
OF THE BUSINESS PLAN. WHEN WRITING THE BUSINESS PLAN, YOU SHOULD READ AND ADDRESS THE 
‘BUSINESS PLAN CHECKLIST’ (ATTACHMENT – BLUE PAGES).

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Executive Summary should be short (one or two pages). It should discuss your business 
concept, why the opportunity exists, why you believe you are capable of succeeding, how you 
will achieve market penetration, where the business will be based, how much money you need to 
borrow and how you will use the loan funds.

Write the summary when you have completed all other parts of your Business Plan, as you will 
then have a far better idea of what to include.

The summary should contain a paragraph or two covering each of the following:

➪ Description of the business, including the name of the owner(s), name of the business, 
specific product or service, and how it will benefit customers.

➪ Motives for business.

➪ The opportunity and strategy. State the opportunity, summarise why it exists, outline the 
conditions, industry trends, and competitors’ weaknesses that contribute to the business 
opportunity.

➪ Business goals and objectives.

➪ The target market. Briefly explain the industry and market, and how you plan to reach and 
service these groups.

➪ Financial assistance required. If applicable, briefly indicate funds sought and how the 
funds will be used.

➪ Financial projections. Summarise sales projections and profitability.

➪ Financial summary.  The financial summary shows the total value generated by your 
business each year. It summarises the end of year cash position of your business as 
presented in your cash flow and relates this to:

  i. the value of the assets in your business – where, or in what form  
   your money is held

  ii. the value of your liabilities – money owed.

1.  BUSINESS STRUCTURE AND LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
In this section of your Business Plan provide details about your proposed business venture; what 
type of business it will be, your relevant skills and experience, your trading name, what the legal 
structure will be, and the proposed premises in which your business will operate.
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• Use graphs and diagrams where appropriate. 

• Create a professional image.

• Write your plan in such a way that a reader without prior knowledge of your business will 
understand it.

• Make sure that somewhere in your plan you have answered the who? what? where? when? 
how? and why? questions regarding your business.

• Ask several people to edit the plan before submission.

Finally, before submitting your business plan, check that you have:

NOTE:  
You should use the Business Plan 
Checklist (Attachment – blue pages) 
included with this Unit, to confirm 
that all of the required information 
about your small business has been 
included under the appropriate 
heading in your Business Plan.

❶

❷

❸

❹

❺
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